“We Are Actively Eyeing Global Opportunities
To Accelerate Socio-Economic Development
in a Post COVID19 Hazardous Environment
To Help in Providing Life Needs
Faster, Better, And Cheaper”
Moses Solemon CBH Chairman and CEO
Canada Business Holdings Inc a
private company based in Ottawa, the
capital of Canada, has a global
mission. They develop mega projects
in the infrastructure sector and focus
on the people’s life needs. The goal is
to accelerate social and economic
development in developing nations.
Through making such projects happen
CBH Inc. provides needs, jobs, and
sustainable economic development.

The investment and development
platform they designed (iDOMO) help

in structuring more projects faster,
better, and cheaper in more than
country in a single time phase.
iDOMO stands for invest, develop,
own, manage, and operate. This is a
higher
form
of
Public-Private
Partnership. Such combines PPP/P3
and structured project management in
a way to include and integrate the
people to do projects for the people
and by the people. CBH applies
higher macroeconomic strategies and
effective project expertise together.
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CBH is Eyeing Global Opportunities
To Accelerate Socio-Economic
Development in a Post COVID19
Hazardous Environment
The Present Risks Surrounding The
Global Economy are many, huge, real,
and dangerous. From the fall of the
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for
many nations to the slow down of
world trade. We are witnessing a
weakening of the US Dollar which is
the prime commodity evaluation, and
the major investment and trade
exchange currency. Countries and
individuals are fleeing for gold and
baskets of alternative currencies.
Such strategies will not help in
reviving the stalled economic growth.
And, it will not make the danger
disappear also.

The Present Risks Surrounding
The Global Economy Are Many,
Huge, Real, and Dangerous.
Part Of The Solution is the Guided
Investment Spending (GIS). Such
investment must focus on the basic
and essential sector of public life
needs (water, power, food, habitat
and logistics). However, the economic
principles driving that financial force
of recovery should not be based on
the old methods. Also the project
development practices must change.
Strangely enough, many governments
talk about PPP without engaging their
public in the development process.
The fair distribution of wealth is also
missing. That is a wrong P3 approach.

No national leadership can expect an
overall economic prosperity without
the active participation of their young
and educated citizens.

CBH Brings Modern Financial,
Management, And Technology
Expertise And Solutions To The
Countries We Work In.
Canada Business Holdings Inc.
(www.CBHPPP.com) has a novel
solution for an old dilemma. Based on
the country profile, CBH Inc develops
the right economic strategy and
builds the right projects that will
create
sustainable
economic
prosperity. That means providing vital
needs, jobs, and supporting the
growth and welfare of a Middle-Class
in a country.
A most important fact is that the
projects will create a continuous
streamflow of financial income to the
government and the people. All that
is accomplished while fulfilling the
people’s needs for life essentials.
CBH solutions implements modern
financial,
management,
and
technology experience and solutions
in the countries we work in. That
knowhow is well supported by a high
integrity
ethical
system,
good
governance, and best management
and professional practices.
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CBH is Eyeing Global Projects
To Accelerate Socio-Economic
Development in a Post COVID19
Hazardous Environment
COVID19 Is A Present Danger.
However, Climate Change is a
Combined Force That Threatens Our
Life As We Know It. Therefore, we
must be ready for anything. Engineers
must be more creative and have more
creative design to consider all
elements of the human well-being.
Construction companies must be
more concerned about health and
safety in a more sustainable way, for
their staff and their clients. Long-Term
Sustainability of Health, Safety, and
Security must be incorporated in any
business vision or delivered product.

Canada Business Holdings had
recently shared a public news about
building a Very Low Sulphur Fuel Oil
Refinery in Oman. Such project fits
well
in
our
investment
and
development strategy in that part of
the world. Oman is considered to be a
Switzerland of the Middle East in
terms of political neutrality. It has a
well educated and young workforce.
It enjoys a high economic stability and
well positioned for more growth.

Oman’s geographic location is a plus
that greatly enhances its global
competitiveness. Location is vital in
the new economic era and times.
We are delighted to have such
partnership between Oman and
Canada in this project. The smooth
integration between the public and
private partnership is felt in many
aspects.

We actively seek also a reliable
and strong strategic partnership
with capital investment firms and
funds, design and construction
companies, and facility managers
to
share
the
available
opportunities with more groups.
CBH business model as Business To
Government (B2G) has enabled us to
demonstrate the level of confidence
needed in moving forward with our
$US1.5 billion project.
At the same time we actively seek
reliable
and
strong
strategic
partnership with capital investment
firms and funds, design and
construction companies, and facility
managers to share the available
opportunities with more groups.
As a ready, willing, and able business
we welcome solid and trustworthy
partnership for the next 50 years
business and growth.
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